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TRAVELOGUE


IN TRUE KODAVA TRADITION


Pages from the diary of Tejas


Evolve Back Chikkana Halli Estate Coorg, June 2010


Tejas visits our resorts in Coorg and Kabini and shares with you some 


of his uplifting experiences. Join him as he immerses himself in the  


activities at our two resorts, and enjoy them with him, virtually!


Tejas Joseph resides in Auroville near Puducherry and is part of a  


consulting group engaged in creating viable models of decentralised 


lighting (using solar energy) for off-grid Indian villages. Tejas travels 


a lot in the course of his work and feels a deep connection with the  


history and ethos of the places he visits. He is a keen observer of the 


winds of change that are now blowing across the physical, cultural and 


social landscapes of India and seeks to capture its effects in his articles, 


ever believing that the journey is as important as the destination, the 


travel as rewarding as the arrival!


Feel free to write to him at ouseptejas@gmail.com if your interests or 


work coincide with his.
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Activity Name Ainemane Visit & Lunch


Duration 5 hours approx


Timing 10.30 AM to 3:30 PM


Guided Yes


Cost In Resort Provided Vehicle Rs. 13500 (max 4 people) | In own vehicle Rs. 8500 (max 4 
people)


Transfer Resort Provided or Own Vehicle


Prior Booking Required Yes


Big hearts in a small world: a taste of Kodava hospitality  
and a glimpse of their history


After breakfast on a sunny and lazy Sunday morning (sadly our 


last day at the resort), we set off to the home of Kandrathanda 


Madaiah and his wife Divya in Arameri on the outskirts of Virajpet 


about 20 km from the resort. We were expected for lunch and an  


introduction to the Kodava way of life.


The Kodavas of Coorg are a unique community. They are a  


martial people whose ethnic origins remain a matter of debate to 


this day. What is known is their exceptional prowess in sports and  


warfare. Many Coorg families have sent their sons to the Indian  


armed forces. The Indian hockey team has had many a fine player 


from Coorg, in the days when this game enjoyed a special place 


in the sports pantheon of the country. And of course, just about 


every Coorg has contributed, in measures small and large, to the  


popularization of its most famous produce - coffee.


Clans and families make up the fabric of Coorg or Kodava society. Many of these families have written histories and  


genealogies going back to many generations. Our host, Prithvi Madaiah, is a descendent of the Kandrathanda family whose 


roots go back four centuries. They have been mostly engaged in agriculture and civil administration in the days of monarchy 


and, after independence, in the armed services and education besides agriculture and coffee planting. A former Vice Chancellor 


of the Mangalore University is a scion of this family while many others have distinguished themselves in various professional 


fields and now live all over the world.


We are warmly welcomed by Prithvi and Divya and sit down to coffee and juice while exchanging pleasantries. It came as more 


than a pleasant surprise to this guest that he and Prithvi had been to college together (albeit in different classes) in Chennai 


in the early 1980s. A small world indeed it was! After some catching up, we are invited to visit the Kandrathanda Ainemane, or 


ancestral home. The Kodavas revere their forbearers and the ancestral house was the focus of community and family.
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The Kandrathanda Ainemane is a few minutes walk from Prithvi’s house through pretty paddy fields and coffee plantations. The 


Ainemane can be spotted from far off as we approach, a lone but imposing structure atop a small embankment overlooking 


the paddy fields. We enter, first passing the Kaimada* or shrine to the Kandrathanda ancestors. *Every Ainemane had its own  


Kaimada, as every clan ancestor was recognized and honoured for his contribution to the survival and progress of his clan 


and family. In keeping with tradition, Prithvi paid his respects at the Kandrathanda Kaimada and then invited us to enter his  


ancestral home. This building has been rebuilt a few times but stands on the site of the original built by a Kandrathanda  


ancestor more than four hundred years ago, according to the family’s recorded history published for the first time in 1932. The basic  


architecture of Ainemanes is typically of the west coast of India (shared by the regions of Kerala and Mangalore) and  


recognizable by their tiled roofs, laterite masonry and big courtyards. Variations on this - such as larger spaces and individual 


refinements - hint at greater affluence and social standing. As a norm, there would be a central house - where lived the head of the 


principal family - with a big courtyard and smaller satellite buildings around this. These annexes were either set aside for certain 


functions or served as residential quarters for family members whose numbers grew through marriage and the birth of children.


We sat for awhile on the big verandah and looked at the small gallery 


of fading photographs that hung on its walls. There were pictures of 


several prominent Kandrathanda pioneers and even a portrait or two of 


some of the older progenitors of the clan. We took off our footwear and  


respectfully entered the main room of the Ainemane, in the middle of 


which stood a pergola with skylight that sent the bright rays of the sun 


into the heart of the house. It was also a wonderful spot from which to 


sit and dreamily watch the monsoon rains pour into the house as it were. 


We saw the old kitchen with utensils dating back to more than a half 


century. How many mouths, we wondered, would have been fed (and 


hearts satisfied) with the food that was prepared in this kitchen by the 


matriarchs and daughters of the family over four centuries?


As we walked back, Prithvi spoke of the changes that were overtaking the Kodavas and their old ways of life - inevitable yet sad! 


However, the bright flame of ethnic identity burned strong and the community lost no opportunity in coming together under 


any pretext to express the essence of the Kodava spirit and nature, through their dress, mannerisms and customs.


Divya had laid out a mini Kodava repast for us when we returned. Thank god it was mini in scale, because I am a small eater 


(though I love making big talk about food!). This mini menu gave me a hint of the vast, innovative and sumptuous nature of 


Kodava cuisine. Food was central to the Kodava way of life. Being an extremely sociable community with considerable collective 


interactions, food also served as a great social lubricant. It helped to foster and bind ties of marriage or business, besides helping 


to soothe conflicts and disharmony within the community. It also unleashed a creative (and competitive) zeal amongst Kodava 


women. Families and clans vied with each other for generating singular recipes for outstanding culinary creations. Divya had 


certainly inherited the refined tastes, intricate knowledge and cooking skills of her maternal ancestors.


The house was a time machine that concealed many significant moments and memories, happy and poignant, triumphant and 


tragic in the history of this illustrious family. We went upstairs to a large space that was used to seat a great many people for 


important functions and festivities. It was desolate and musty; a grim reminder of the inevitable decline wrought in the affairs 


and lives of men by the inexorable god of time. Still, once in a while, this Ainemane came alive to the sounds and activities of its 


current members when the clan united for a family occasion.
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Today’s spread had just a few items but these were 


typical Kodava dishes: Rotti (a flat bread or chappathi 


but made of rice flour), Kozhi curry (Chicken curry) and 


the famous Kodava Pandi curry (Pork curry) were on 


the table.


The Rottis were so soft and delectable that I must have 


put away at least a half dozen without realizing it. 


They are not heavy in the way that nans or wheat rotis 


are. They combine very well with any gravy dish, be it 


with meat or vegetables. For dessert there was Kheer, 


a sweet dish of cooked rice and milk. It was filling to 


say the least.


You cannot relish Kodava food if you are a habitual weight watcher or diet head. Like the Kodavas, it is for those who are fearless 


and enjoy life to its hilt. So forget those calories please, and lose yourself for once!


Kodava women are also known for making excellent home - made wines from a variety of fruits – from oranges and cherries 


to passion fruit and grapes. Divya is an amiable hostess. She likes nothing better than a discussion about food in general, and  


Kodava cooking in particular. She will be happy to share some classic Kodava recipes with you if you are a bonafide connoisseur 


of food. Ask and you shall receive!


Whilst returning to the resort from the Madaiah’s later that afternoon, I could not help thinking about the intimate nexus  


between food, culture and chivalry. It truly defined the Kodavas, a special people known as much for their valour as for their love 


of the good life.






